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DOCU+ OPENS PRODUCTION OFFICE IN SEOUL

SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA (December, 7, 2021) - Docu+, the makers of ZERO WASTE, today announced
they are opening a new production office in the historic film neighborhood of Chungmuro; in Seoul, South
Korea. This space will accommodate growing production demands from pre-production (Dream your
Dreamz) to post production (Zero Waste).

Plans to commence operations in Seoul were initiated by Danny Kim, the founder of Docu+ with a
generous grant from the Junggu Cultural Foundation. The new office includes pre-production meeting
space (remote and in-person) and post production facilities, interview rooms and more.

“The opening of our new Seoul HQ is an important step towards realizing our vision in producing social
impact documentaries in film and TV,” said the founder Danny Kim. “The new office will be the first of
many important changes for the company in 2022.”

The new office is also expected to generate $450K in sales of Docu+ for Y2022. It will primarily handle
pre-production to post production in client branded film content.

The film industry has recently undergone the change of eco system of traditional mode of exhibition to
online streaming services. Docu+ has been involved in producing content for both streaming and film
exhibition since the inception in March 2021. It has recently been ranked as the top film/TV production
company in South Korea by the Best Startup Asia site.

About Docu+

Founded in March 2021, Docu+ is a boutique documentary film production company. It’s main services
include film production and still photography. The company’s mission is to produce social impact driven
storytelling . Docu+ currently serves over 10 clients in South Korea and employs 3 people in the greater
Seoul metropolitan area. It has been awarded numerous grants including the production fund from Seoul
International Senior Film Festival, visit www.docuplus.co.kr for the most up-to-date progress and news.

http://www.docuplus.co.kr



